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At its meeting of December 20, the Committee on Undergraduate Honors approved the following honors thesis:

Igor Norinsky
A portrait of the artist as heroic exile
English Department
Professor Scotto

The following theses are currently in progress

Nicole Carter
Stories
ENG 6001
Professor Frank

Cordell Hackshaw
Black Opera Experience
HIS 6001
Professor Taylor

Deborshi Hazra
Poverty Alleviation Through Private Enterprise: Role of Commercial Banking Enterprises
FIN 6001
Professor Dahya

Ronald Lucero
The Effect of Changes in High-Technology Employment and Earnings on Human Capital Investment
ECO 6001
Professor Huckins
Dina Odnopozova
Made in American: Literary Tragicomedy in Contemporary Russian Novels in Translation
ENG 6001
Professor Aubrey

Rabail Razi
Jaw Muscle Interaction During Rabbit Mastication
BIO 6001
Professor Wahlert

Stephanie Daye
The Effects of Politics and Press on the Development of Seneca Village
HIS 6002
Professor Taylor

Louis Idrobo
Short-term and Long-term forecasts on the US Dollar and Impact on the Textile Industries of China and the Dominican Republic
FIN 6002
Professor Hazarika

Enika Jorgoni
Oil Prices and the Economy of the United States of America
ECO 6002
Professor Tansey

Sarah Li
Refining the Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy Technique: Eliminating Background Noise Found in the Imaging of Insect Genitalia
BIO 6002
Professor Schawaroch

Ladylaura Simao
The Privatization of the Telecommunications Sector in Latin American:
HIS 6002
Professor Quiroz

Daniel Valenti
Euthanasia: a Political and Legal Perspective
POL 6002
Professor Halper
Professors Locke [Honors] and Francouer [Newman Library] continue to run thesis workshops for students who are interested in writing theses and who need assistance putting together a thesis proposal and developing a bibliography.